
    Willesley Park Golf Club  

      Dilapidation Report  

       Comprising of The  

     Main Club Hose Building  

   And Surrounding Paths and Car Park  

The purpose of this document is to identify large and small types of works that are required to bring 

the facility up to an acceptable standard which is acceptable to all the clubs members. The list will in 

clued small maintenance type works, which could be carried out by our on site facility handyman, 

also other types of maintenance that will need to be costed and priced by out side contractors. 

There then is the larger scale projects which fall outside the main preventative maintenance works 

which again will need fully scoped with a realistic budget  prior to being presented to the board for 

discussion and approval prior to going out for final prices to approved club contractors.  

Main Corridor from outside Patio Area    

The following photos show the general area which after inspection looks acceptable the decoration 

is fresh and relatively clean however there are a couple of maintenance issues that need addressing 

which you will see further on in this report heading. 

  

  



 

Ceiling directly above the entrance door from the outside patio area requires filling and painted 

where a wire has been fed through into mini trunking see picture below.  

 

Competition box need rubbed down and made good then painted as it looks untidy also crack 

evident above the notice board requires filling and painting to an acceptable finish see pictures 

below.  

   

 

 



Board Room directly off the main corridor from the patio area  

The following photos show the general area which after inspection looks acceptable the decoration 

is fresh and relatively clean however there are a couple of maintenance issues that need addressing 

which you will see further on in this report heading. 

   

The main radiator in the board room main feeder pipe and valve looks as though it has been leaking 

at some point and the paint finish has been damaged, please check that the pipe is not corroded and 

may need replaced however if all checks confirm that pipe and valve are in working order rub down 

and paint the pipe to an acceptable finish.  

You will also note below that the main radiator is looking the worse for wear rub down and paint to 

an acceptable finish  

   

Board room entrance door requires the hard wood glass beads to be painted or varnished to ensure 

they are sealed. 

  



Towards the back wall painted in the darker shade you will locate the floor on the left hand side 

corner is slightly lower than the main part of the floor, you will also see that there is a different 

finished carpet. I believe this is where a unit once was located and has been removed after the new 

carpet was installed. Lift carpet cutting remove underlay install a new plywood sub straight to the 

correct thickness and fix down to main floor structure to bring floor levels even and replace the 

existing carpet but if we can source the correct finish carpet obtain a cutting and patch in 

accordingly   

  

Ladies changing rooms including the Locker area Shower & Toilet areas  

The following photos show the general areas which after inspection look relatively in pretty good 

condition however the decoration needs freshening up especially in the main locker area where 

there are some major cracks etc that need filling and painting there are also quite a few 

maintenance issues that need addressing throughout the whole area which you will see further on in 

this report heading. I would also recommend that a review of all the lockers be undertaken and to 

establish how many lockers are being used. If it’s found that we would not require the amount of 

lockers that we have it may well be better to take out the redundant and more damaged lockers and 

free up some valuable space and in turn would cut down on the maintenance of the units. 

  



  

  

The shower cubical doors L/H & R/H are sticking / rubbing against the door frames which the doors 

need to be adjusted to ensure the doors open and close freely, however as the doors are normal 

standard pass doors they will be susceptible to expansion and contraction on an on going basis and 

eventually will need replacing however in the short to medium term the adjustment will be 

acceptable but would also recommend that the doors are fully painted using the correct moisture 

resistant paint. 

Once working properly should the right hand door also be fitted with a warning sign as is the left  

 

 

 



 

The ceiling within the shower cubicles is cracked and need cutting back filled then painted with the 

correct type of paint (moisture resistant) 

 

The wash room ceiling skylight needs rubbing back also check the stability of the timber as it maybe 

deteriorating due to the moisture within the wash room also from the roof above. If the timber is 

sound and stable rub back prepare and then using moisture resistant paint wash down and paint the 

skylight to an acceptable finish. If the timber looks suspect and will need further works then a cost 

must be determined prior to any further works proceeding. 

 

At floor level the intersection between the wall tiles and the floor tiles require sealing with the 

correct silicone sealer throughout the main wash room area. While carrying out this area please 

check that all floor tiles are not loose or damaged. 

  



Within the ladies locker area there are some major wall cracks on the window wall and adjacent 

walls as well again fill and rub down and paint to an acceptable standard the photos below are just a 

couple of examples  

  

The radiator located on the adjoining wash room wall and its pipe requires rubbing down and re 

painted. 

  

Various locker plinths need re laminating black to match the existing also a full and comprehensive 

check of all lockers needs to be carried out to ensure that all doors are in working order. It would 

also be useful if any of the lockers require staining or varnishing this should be included within the 

works.  

  

 

 



Ladies changing area skylights needs rubbing back also check the stability of the timber as it maybe 

deteriorating due to water penetration from the roof via the glass seal. If the timber looks suspect 

and will need further works then a cost must be determined prior to any further works proceeding. 

 

 

There are a few locker doors within the changing room area which need attention a full and 

comprehensive check of all lockers needs to be carried out to ensure that all doors are in working 

order. It would also be useful if any of the lockers require staining or varnishing this should be 

included within the works.  

 

The entrance to the ladies changing room door which I believe is a fire door should remain closed at 

all times however the helical door spring looks to be faulty or may just need adjusting to ensure the 

spring within the component is at the correct level to function properly. If it’s the spring that is faulty 

get a cost for a new door spring not the same type as existing either a Ryobi or equivalent and 

install. 

   



The radiator and pipe on the wall needs rubbed down and painted to an acceptable finish. 

  

The changing room mid floor seating and hanging unit need modernising i.e. refurbished to a lighter 

and more modern type colour also the timber needs rubbing down and revamping prior to any 

painting or staining that could give new life to the unit. I don’t think we could purchase a more solid 

and robust unit so refurbishing it may well be the best option but maybe not the cheapest. 

 

The entrance alcove unit doors to the ladies changing room needs refurbishing and upgrading.  

 



Gents changing rooms including the Locker area Shower & Toilet areas  

The gent’s areas are desperately in need of modernisation throughout which will know doubt be 

expensive when you combine all costs for each area together, however the works could be 

separately costed to determine a workable budget and then issued to the board for review and 

comment at the earliest opportunity. However there are works that need attention but again if we 

spend monies to rectify these works then we may well be throwing good money after bad. We also 

as in the ladies area need to look at the amount of lockers that are used throughout the gents 

changing rooms to establish an adequate amount of useable lockers to support the requirements of 

the members this again would free up valuable space and reduce maintenance costs long term. This 

area needs a total re think for the long term and I would recommend that a feasibility study be 

undertaken in the short term with a full scope of works with budget costs attributed to the works. 

  

  

  



There is some equipment that has been stored in the gent’s locker area which needs removing 

urgently as this may cause an injury to the members. 

  

The skylights in the ceiling there is bare timber which need painting the glass roof side needs 

cleaning and check the seal on the timber and glass that its still in good order if not then a cost to be 

established for review and approval  the plasterboard joints internally round the skylight need 

repairing and filled once completed painted to an acceptable standard  

   

 

 

 

 

 



 

The storage of club house chairs needs to be addressed as the changing rooms are now full however 

a dry and safe location needs to be found especially we are now approaching the winter months. 

  

The ceiling where fluorescent lights had been repositioned needs rub down and painted to match 

the existing colour. 

   

 

The changing room door frame and architraves require rubbing down and painted to an acceptable 

standard where there is evidence of damage when tables and chairs have been moved through from 

the storage area.  

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


